Do you want to learn how to work with metal in a new and different way?

Then book into this exciting short course.

You will receive instruction in the safe use of tools and basic welding/metal forming techniques.

Learn how to turn scrap into garden features, abstract pieces or even works of art.

You will be required to wear personal protective clothing at all times which include steel capped safety boots, clear safety glasses, long pants and cotton drill shirt.

LOCATION
Midland Campus (Lloyd Street Midland)

Time: 4 sessions 8:30am to 3:00pm Saturday

Dates: 08/06/19 to 29/06/19
09/11/19 to 30/11/19

COURSE COST
$860.00 includes gst
Minimum numbers 10 maximum numbers 12

CONTACT
Email: coordinator.balmid@nmtafe.wa.edu.au
Phone: 9374 6328